Ellen consumes 3,508 calories a day. She requires an intake of just 2,665 calories a day to bring down her weight over three months. By how many calories should Ellen reduce her intake?

13) Ellen consumes 3,508 calories a day. She requires an intake of just 2,665 calories a day to bring down her weight over three months. By how many calories should Ellen reduce her intake?

14) The Adopt-A-Bench program is established to maintain 9,000 benches in Central Park. If 4,100 benches have been adopted, how many more benches remain to be adopted?
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13) Ellen consumes 3,508 calories a day. She requires an intake of just 2,665 calories a day to bring down her weight over three months. By how many calories should Ellen reduce her intake?

**843 calories**

14) The Adopt-A-Bench program is established to maintain 9,000 benches in Central Park. If 4,100 benches have been adopted, how many more benches remain to be adopted?

**4,900 benches remain to be adopted**